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In search of the role's footprints in client-therapist dialogues
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therapist speech differ considerably from the client speech,
even for a given speaker undertaking different roles. We are
thus providing acoustic evidences for the discrimination of the
role of the speaker in a therapeutic context.
We examine this question in a unique corpus in which
each speaker practiced genuinely the two different roles in two
different therapeutic sessions. This research setting allows us
to examine how speakers change their prosodic use according
to the role they practice. As far as we know, no previous
research on role recognition was carried out on the same
speaker's natural role manipulations.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 overviews the related work. Section 3 describes the
data collection and the annotation process. Section 4 presents
our experiments and results achieved. Section 5 discusses our
findings and broader implications of the study. Section 6
presents the conclusions and future work.

Abstract
The goal of this research is to identify speaker's role via
machine learning of broad acoustic parameters, in order to
understand how an occupation, or a role, affects voice
characteristics. The examined corpus consists of recordings
taken under the same psychological paradigm (Process Work).
Four interns were involved in four genuine client-therapist
treatment sessions, where each individual had to train her
therapeutic skills on her colleague that, in her turn,
participated as a client. This uniform setting provided a unique
opportunity to examine how role affects speaker's prosody. By
a collection of machine learning algorithms, we tested
automatic classification of the role across sessions. Results
based on the acoustic properties show high classification rates,
suggesting that there are discriminative acoustic features of
speaker's role, as either a therapist or a client.
Index Terms: Role identification, client-therapist dialogue,
speech analysis, acoustic features, machine learning.

2. Related work
Work on the effect of speaker's occupation on her/his language
has emerged from a variety of disciplines. Sociolinguistics is
one of the core areas where occupational styles are
investigated [2]. Beyond occupational styles, sociolinguistic
studies have been contributing to the understanding of distinct
biological (gender and age of the speakers) and social
variables (professional status, geographic birth place, inter
alia), which have been correlated with very informative
acoustic-prosodic feature sets. [3] showed that a speaker uses
clearly different voice qualities when talking to different
interlocutors. In a language acquisition perspective, it was
found that phoneme type development of infants depends on
the occupational status of their parents [4]. Clinical work uses
occupational speech to plan relevant interventions for
individual clients, and in speech disorder research to better
describe participant characteristics [5]. Speech perception
studies also showed how familiar occupational phraseology
contributes to intelligibility [6]. Within the faculty of speaker
recognition, voice quality research is specifically concerned
with the amount of different voices one can produce [7], and
with the way speakers project their identity, and their social
characteristics.
Prosodic research on dialogues in general had gained
considerable attention (see [8], for a summary on prosodic
research on dyadic speech). However, dialogues in a clinical

1. Introduction
The essence of social communication relies not only on the
lexical representation of the message, but also on other
linguistics representation such as prosodic patterns and nonpropositional content, such as paralinguistic information.
Moreover, while paralinguistic cues in the voice signal convey
rich dynamic information about a speaker’s intentions and
emotional state, extralinguistic cues are said to "reflect more
stable speaker characteristics including identity, biological sex
and social gender, socioeconomic or regional background, and
age" [1]. An interesting extra-linguistic cue is the
organizational status of a speaker, or one’s personal status,
compared to their interlocutor. It seems only natural and
intuitive that speakers manipulate their speech and language
characteristics according to the conversational role they
exhibit. For example, one may be at the same time a mother to
a child and a daughter to her elderly parents. Alternatively,
one can be a supervisor of a student, and at the same time
subordinate to a boss. This extra-linguistic cue of role affects
the speaker's intentions and attitudes (i.e., the paralinguistic
aspects), and consequently, the corresponding linguistic
representations carried out by speech.
In this paper we pose the question: does the role in
therapeutic sessions (i.e., therapist or client) is marked by
acoustic and prosodic parameters? We hypothesize that
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context only recently have been studied in an acousticprosodic perspective (e.g., [9]).
Characterizing the prosody of client-therapist sessions is in
fact studying features of a specific discourse community and
its various genres. Client-therapist sessions are unique in the
sense that recording them is a challenging task, since a
researcher should seek to provide an open atmosphere in order
to achieve real authenticity and naturalness. Works were done
in the framework of varied physiological and psychological
states of the clients, and in varied ages of clients, from
children to adults. Within the realm of related works on
prosodic characteristics of in-session discourse are, inter alia,
[10], who studied nonverbal features in the psychotherapeutic
process in order to find interactional indicators which predict
psychotherapy to be successful or not. An example of
acoustical analysis of therapy session’s recordings can be
found in [11]. They found that features derived from the
formant and power spectral density measurements are the best
discriminators of three groups of subjects: normal individuals,
individuals carrying diagnoses of depression, and high-risk,
near-term suicidality. [12] summarized research on
expressions of emotions in analogue therapy session in
Hebrew spoken corpus. The results of these studies converged
to show that specific speech and acoustic parameters can be
employed to identify and distinguish between (unresolved)
anger and sadness. In this context [13] introduced Emotional
Prosody Measurement (EPM) as a tool to measure the
intensity of emotion in order to learn about the therapeutic
effectiveness. [13] also pointed out the advantages of acoustic
measurements of the speech signal on other direct
physiological measures, such as EMG or EEG.
To summarize, in the present study we examine the
prosody of speaker's role in a genuine dyadic interaction, in
order to improve our understanding of the relationship
between acoustic-prosodic parameters and the socialprofessional dynamics. Given the session unbalanced formal
structure, where therapist is a responder while the client is the
principle reporter, this task is challenging. Yet, this study's
framework is interdisciplinary in its nature (prosody and
speech processing) and not an application-oriented research,
therefore we see this as a Proof of Concept study, which will
lead to the examination of more fine-tuning dialogue
phenomena.

naturalness of their colleague client, as well as their colleague
therapist, in each session. The women's age ranged from 30 to
67, all four had also practice record of at least two years
beyond the internship scope. Moreover, each of the women
had her own profession (two hold a senior faculty position,
one holds a management position in the high tech industry,
and one conducts personal coaching and mentoring).
Each session consists of 22-26.5 minutes. This duration is
similar to the dialogues' duration in [18], who used six
dialogues of 20 minutes each, and similar in size to varied
emotional databases, mentioned in [17].
All four participants took part in the experiment on a
voluntary basis, with consent for the audio/video recording of
the experimental session and the use of these recordings for
scientific research. The specific goal of the experiments was
revealed neither before nor after the sessions. In the following,
the women will be referred to as B, G, S, and M, after the first
letter of their names, and each session will be named with a
two-letters abbreviation: BM, MS, SG, and GB, where the first
letter is after the therapist's name and the second letter after the
client's name.
In the present paper, only the audio recordings are
analyzed. The data is based on high-level audio recordings
(Zoom-H4n recorder, sampling rate of 44100 Hz, and the
audio data is encoded as 16-bit linear PCM in little-endian
convention). The design of this study has control over the
factors (i) gender (only women), (ii) occupational age
(working adults, above 30), (iii) language (Hebrew), (iv) no
diagnosed psychological disorder, (v) the setting (same day,
same room, same seating arrangements), and (vi) type of
interaction (only internship therapeutic sessions).

3.2 Annotation
Emotionally charged speech (as typically occurs in
psychotherapy) calls for "utterances" as the unit of analysis
[12], yet since the present research seeks to rely on acoustic
information only, annotation was carried out according to clear
vocalic "events". Thus, the unit of analysis are inter-pausal
units. We annotated four categories: client's speech, therapist's
speech, overlaps between the two speakers, and silent pauses
(a period of acoustic silence longer than 100 ms). In cases of
overlap with other background noises (for example, traffic,
children in the play yard, etc.), the speech intervals were
ignored. Segmentation in the present research was carried
manually by PRAAT software [19].
Although the sessions were taken under specific
psychological paradigm, they are varied in terms of these basic
parameters, such as the relative amount of speech for each
interlocutor (and the derived amount of silent pauses). In the
present study, only the two speech parameters (clients' and
therapists'), which consist between 40%-66% of a session, are
examined, since the focus is on the classification of prosodic
features that are extracted from the speech signal.

3. Data and Method
3.1 Corpus
The corpus analyzed in this study consists of audio and video
recordings collected during genuine training sessions of
Process Work psychological paradigm [14], [15], and [16].
The discourse type is considered unscripted and natural,
according to the definition from [17].
The recordings consist of four sessions, in which four
Process Work interns (women) participated. One of the interns
was a client; another was a therapist and the other two were
observers. Although the corpus is based on interns' sessions,
the participants were not college students, but four
professionals in the peak of their careers, and who were deeply
involved in the process and with one another. In fact, these
sessions were part of a peer-group of these four women who
met regularly at least once a month for about six years before
the recordings were carried out. Therefore, we believe that the
presence of two women as observers had a minor effect on the

3.3 Feature Extraction
Each audio file was segmented and labeled manually
according to the speaker and her role in the session (either
therapist or client). Based on the manual segmentation
described above, the open source OpenSMILE feature
extractor ([20] and [21]) has been used for extracting the
features. OpenSMILE is capable of extracting a very wide
range of speech features, and has been successfully applied in
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a number of paralinguistic classification tasks (see list of
references in [22]). Our experiments use a feature vector of
722 features, corresponding to a subset of the features used in
the Interspeech 2010 Paralinguistic challenge on emotion
detection. A complete description of the features can be found
on [23]. Still, few adjustments were taken: 1) we are using a
vector of 12 MFCCs instead of 14; 2) functionals were
restricted to Extremes, Regression and Moments, not including
Percentiles and Times. In summary, our experiments use 36
low level descriptors (LLD) + 36 delta regression coefficients
times 10 functionals, and also pitch onsets, and turn durations.

presented in Table 2, with ranking, which represent a
hierarchy of importance.
Table 2. The relevance of each attribute to the role
classification to all the sessions in general.
Attribute
1
mfcc_sma[5]_amean
2
F0final_sma_kurtosis
3
lspFreq_sma[0]_linregc2
4
logMelFreqBand_sma[1]_amean
5
lspFreq_sma_de[3]_linregerrA
6
lspFreq_sma[0]_amean
7
voicingFinalUnclipped_sma_skewness
8
voicingFinalUnclipped_sma_amean
9
logMelFreqBand_sma[4]_stddev
10 F0final_sma_de_kurtosis
11 logMelFreqBand_sma[5]_stddev
12 F0final_sma_de_skewness
13 lspFreq_sma[1]_amean
14 lspFreq_sma_de[3]_stddev
15 lspFreq_sma_de[3]_linregerrQ
16 jitterDDP_sma_de_linregc2
17 logMelFreqBand_sma[2]_amean
18 F0final_sma_skewness
19 mfcc_sma[0]_stddev
20 mfcc_sma[0]_amean

4. Experiment and Results
The experiment aimed to measure the accuracy rate of
automatic machine learning role classification, by merging the
features of all four clients versus all four therapists. We then
analyze the most important acoustic features that were
involved in the role classification.
Experiments here described use Weka [24], a collection of
machine learning algorithms. Different methods have been
tested, including C4.5 decision trees (J48 in Weka) and
Support Vector Machines (SMO in Weka). Results were
achieved using 10-fold cross-validation, using the standard
parameters of each one of the methods. Results are evaluated
in terms of accuracy (proportion of correctly classified
instances over the number of instances) and Kappa statistic
(henceforth Kappa). Kappa measures the agreement between
predicted and observed classes, and evaluates how strong the
model is [25]. That is, a value close to 0 means that the
classification is poor and that could be done almost by chance,
while a value close to 1 corresponds to a very adequate model.
The first test was carried out in order to learn if the role a
person conducts could be classified by acoustic parameters.
The correct classification of this role demonstrates high
correct rates ranging from 78% to 90% (Table 1). The results
were achieved by down-sampling to 122 instances per role in
each session, in order not to bias the results.
In order to further examine the role discrimination effect,
regardless of the speaker identification, we conducted
classification test for all four therapists' features versus all four
clients' features. In this test, we ignored the identification of
the speakers. The correct classification ratio is: 71%, Kappa
statistics: 0.421. That is, there is a significant difference
between the roles, even if all four clients and all four therapists
are processed together.

The dominant feature are those that are widely recognized
as being crucial to perform speech discrimination tasks, such
as gender, age, speaker diarization, paralinguistic events
detection, etc. In all these tasks, features such as MFCC, PCM
are very important features, almost transversal. Since a role
one's takes is a non-linguistic parameter, as gender, age, etc.,
that might be a reason for this feature dominance. Yet, other
features associated with stress, such as jitter and standard
deviation of f0 or f0 final are among these top 20 most
important features.
We then measured the dynamics of the speaker's speech
during the session, as a function of her role. We divided each
session into three equal parts, and named them: "Early",
"middle", and "late". The results that are presented in Figure 1
demonstrate the possible acoustic differentiation between three
stages (albeit arbitrary) of the session as a function of each of
the roles. Meaning, each of the interlocutors, as a client or as a
therapist, has observational dynamic along the session.
Moreover, for three speakers (B, G, and M), results show
higher correct percentage for the client role (black histograms
in Figure 1, Kappa statistic range between 0.31-0.66) than for
the therapist's role (white histograms in Figure 1, Kappa
statistic range between 0.36-0.43). Speaker S is more varied
along the session as a therapist than as a client. According to
the results speaker M is considered the least varied along the
session (lowest classification percentages), both as a therapist
(49%, Kappa 0.18) and as a client (53%, Kappa 0.24).

Table 1. Correctly classified roles per speaker and for all four
speakers.
#Client
#Therapist
Speaker
instances
instances
Correct
Kappa
M
166
159
78.3%
0.566
S
203
366
83.6%
0.672
G
147
453
90.6%
0.812
B
254
122
88.5%
0.771
M+S +G+B 763
1107
71.0%
0.421
For the merged files of the four speakers, an analysis of
the most relevant features, which were involved in the
classification process, was carried out. An attribute selection
based on the WEKA [24] attribute evaluator Info Gain was
used, which sorts the most relevant features for the task. The
relevance of the first features for the role classification is
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authenticity and genuine). These features should be further
analyzed with respect to the dynamic of the dialogues, since
we showed that role identification is different along the
session (at least for the three arbitrary equal parts that we
investigated).
We believe the results of this proof of concept research are
promising for the study of role detection. With minimal, yet
basic, annotation and massive amount of acoustic data we
succeeded in demonstrating several interactional behaviors
between clients and therapists. In future research, we intend to
widen this type of corpus, where each speaker is engaged in
two roles in two different dialogues, and to explore this
phenomenon with the textual content, in order to deepen these
insights. We also intend to focus on the two other dialogical
parameters: pauses and overlaps, as predictive features to the
role identification (and consequently, to the temporal context
of the dialogue), as pauses function as discourse markers for
turn taking and are a direct speech act that a speaker operates
in order to pass the turn from himself to his interlocutor [26]
and [27].

100%
Accuracy (%)

80%
60%
40%
20%

0%

M

Client

S

G

Therapist

B

Figure 1 Classification of the three parts (early-middle-late)
between roles of the same speaker.
Further to the above results, we have calculated how well
we could distinguish between the merged client and therapist
test in different parts of the session. We have balanced the data
using the WEKA Filter “SpreadSubsample”, and limiting the
number of samples to 183 (parameters: -M 1.0 -X 183 -S 1).
Results show that classification between the two roles differs
throughout the session (Figure 2), and it seems that
classification between therapist and client becomes more and
more difficult.

6. Conclusion
The contributions of the present research are twofold. First, we
formed a corpus for role identification in which each
participant participates twice: once as a therapist and once as a
client. Second, our findings show acoustic properties
discriminative of the role of the speaker as either a therapist or
a client, confirming our initial research question and
contributing to the discussing on acoustic-prosodic properties
of role effects in speech.
This study is a step forward in what regards the scarce
literature on acoustic-prosodic analysis of dyadic interaction in
general, and therapeutic sessions in particular.
Regarding methodological procedures, our research
suggests a methodology to trace the footprint of the role one is
playing. The method is based on minimal set of objective
speech tags that is beyond annotators' agreement (speakers,
acoustic silences, and overlaps), and with no time consuming
transcriptions. Methods as we suggest can further contribute to
automatic role recognition [28], [29], and [30], to clienttherapist automatic assessment tools, such as The Motivational
Interviewing Skills Code (MISC) [31], and to humancomputer interface [32].
We showed that with this minimal, yet precise, tagging,
we can learn about the common characteristics of the different
roles (as opposed to experimental prosody research that
focuses on specific tokens within dialogues (e.g., [32]). Yet,
being aware of the limited quantity of speech (~2h), which is a
result of the ethical challenges for collecting such data, we
regard this as a Proof of Concept (POS) study and further
research is due.

Accuracy (%)

100
80
60
40
20
0
Early

Middle

Late

Figure 2. Correctly classified roles (%) in three
parts dynamic: Early, middle, and late.

5. Discussion
In this paper we focused on discriminative role features of
client and therapist speech interaction along a therapeutic
session. Role footprints were found across tests, i.e., role is
marked by acoustic and prosodic parameters. Even when
facing evidence about the four speakers' divergence, we can
conclude that therapist speech differs considerably from the
client's speech, thus providing acoustic evidences for the
discrimination of the role of the speaker in a therapeutic
context. The inter-roles analysis aimed to measure whether the
role of a speaker can be discriminated. We found acoustic
differences between the roles for each speaker, even when all
four clients and all four therapists were processed together.
We showed that the role is classified with 71% correct rates.
The most relevant features in the role classification are
characterized by features associated with stress and anxiety, as
well as those that are widely recognized as being crucial to
perform speech discrimination tasks (From these results, one
can learn also about the ecology of the recordings, i.e.,
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